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They came from above. No one was expecting them. They were not welcome here. There 

was no warning. There was no sign foretelling the upcoming disaster. There was no oracle 

reading ancient lost scripts. There was no priest banishing the lurking threat. Nothing. They 

were not welcome here. This city was once alive. That day. That day when the sky got 

clouded by living shadows the city was still alive. Living. Vibrant and dancing. Dancing 

every day to exotic and magnificent beats. Beats like blood. Like water and like flowers. 

Beats that would take the hearts of those on fire and make them soar above the earth and 

travel. Travel far above green fields where water still ran pure filled with laughter and 

embrace and made whoever drank from it forget past lives and run endlessly in joy. Far 

above craggy boulders and wet caves where furry beasts with thousand eyes and rapid 

wings had made their nests praying upon the ones who fled in fear of getting old. Far above 

vast deserts where soldiers made of sand and heat and light for centuries stood still guarding 

the gates against the thieves. Alive. The city was alive. Beats like life surrounded everyone 

and everything leading them all towards the frantic feast. And the people. The people were 

like colors. Their faces red with deep excitement, their skin golden from the bright sun, 

their hair silver like the time and their eyes blue and black and green and white. A universal 

rainbow inhabited this place. Real and humane. And the people. Wives and sons and sisters 

and mothers and husbands and grandfathers. Nothing like that existed. There were no 

relationships. No trapping bonds. They were all lovers. Just lovers. They were the 

worshipers of kiss and hug and stroke and hair and eyes. They were the worshipers of naked 

bodies being risen to the skies at the central square above the grand fountain bursting with 

molten earth. They were the lost children of the world being engulfed in an eternal youth 

doubting all knowledge and all script vanishing cold and tearing all walls apart with their 

explosive songs. And they were young. And they were free. The people of this town could 

only light see. 

They came from above. No one was expecting them. They were not welcome here. They 

came on a bright day. They came when the light was still gracing the land. They came and 

the sky turned black. The people were still in the central square enjoying the holly feast. 

The people, who were dancing, suddenly felt the light getting weaker. The people, who 

were kissing, suddenly felt the wind getting colder. The people, who were signing, 

suddenly felt the sky getting heavier. And the people stopped. And the music stopped. And 

the dancing stopped. And the kisses stopped. And the singing stopped. And the people 

turned their heads to the left and they saw nothing. And the people turned their heads to 

the right and they saw nothing. And the people did not speak. And the people did not move. 

They could only breathe. They could only breathe and wait. For they knew. They had felt 

it. The world was about to change and they were standing on the edge.  These people. That 

specific generation had been blessed with the promise of what was about to witness. The 

promise of the timeless and universal beast. And then there wasn’t even silence. Only the 

winds were there. Not silence. Only the winds. And the youngest and most respected and 



loved and kissed and hugged turned his head towards the sky and then he said “They’re 

coming”. For they came from above. On backs of blackest dragons they emerged. They 

came riding ancient beasts with flames instead of eyes and wings of bats on their shoulders. 

They came riding wild dogs of sky with smoke of rage instead of legs. They came riding 

armies of flies with fierce claws and poison in their mouths. And then the people heard 

their sound. They hit skinned skulls instead of drums and sounded hollow bones instead of 

trumpets. Nothing hallow or holly or sanctified they brought with them. But the people 

knew that there was surely some divine quality in their arrival. Some destiny unspoken yet 

in time. Some fate that can’t be altered. For they had at last appeared from the dark. The 

Unwelcome. And the people were left staring at them for they did not know how to react. 

They had not lived anything similar before. They had no scripts advising them of the 

suitable and proper testimony in those kinds of situations. They had not known what war 

was and how to make it. And they just stood in the center of the world with countless 

shadows above their heads. And there was no moment when everything stopped and 

breathed before it all began. There was no pause in time to wake up doubt. They came and 

never stopped. They came and brought armies of locusts and the plague. They came and 

brought forgotten ghosts of vengeance and the death. Their troops assembled high in the 

air and then descended at the square. And they presented hammers of unspoken violence 

and rage. And they presented swords of torment and decay. And they presented bows of 

screams and human pain. And they presented their black scythe. And the people stood in 

wonder of those unknown objects. And then their leader wielded the black scythe and took 

the head of the boy who had first seen them. And the people did never speak nor move nor 

fight. They died. And they did not rape. They did not amputate. They did not torture. They 

just killed. Continuously and furiously. They just killed. And the people just died. They 

killed and then they left.  

And now the city lies in ruins. And now the central square will never be empty again. And 

now the waters will be blood. And now time will do its work and only the sand will be 

there for the funeral performed. For these people lived many centuries ago and no one ever 

knew if they existed. For they were the last children of this earth and nothing can ever grow 

after their death. For The Unwelcome have been reigning here and their seed has been 

carried in time. For they are all we have ever known in this life.  


